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OVERVIEW

The goal for this project is to create the definitive recording of  
Michael Kurek's "Symphony No. 2: Tales from the Realm of 
Faerie," and release and leverage it in order to raise visibility for 
the composer, his music, and the musicians involved.

If funding is secured, PARMA and Michael will record "Symphony 
No. 2" (a total of about 45 minutes of music) in 2020 with the 
London Symphony Orchestra and conductor, cellist, and fellow 
PARMA artist Ovidiu Marinescu.

"Symphony No. 2" will be released on an album alongside two of 
Michael's choral works, recorded with Michael's colleague and 
fellow PARMA artist Tucker Biddlecombe in 2018. The album will 
be released physically on Navona Records, with physical and 
digital distribution via Naxos, the world's largest classical 
distributor. 

PARMA's first collaboration with Michael was THE SEA KNOWS, 
an album of chamber and string works that received international 
acclaim from airplay and reviews around the world. The album 
debuted at No. 1 on Billboard's Traditional Classical Albums chart 
upon its release in July 2017. 

This follow-up project, especially with the involvement of such a 
high profile ensemble. would build upon the momentum that was 
created by THE SEA KNOWS. We humbly ask your support as 
Michael prepares for this substantial and important project.

PROPOSAL
 

Within this document you will find information about our 
individual departments and on the services, deliverables, and 
pricing for this project, including:

- Pre-production, scheduling, and contracting

- Production of recording session

- Audio post-production? editing, mixing, and mastering

- Design of all album visual elements and creation of the final 

physical and digital product

- Release on a PARMA imprint with physical and digital 

distribution via Naxos

- Publicity and Promotion by the PARMA team

If you have any questions, please don?t hesitate to contact me. 

I look forward to hearing your thoughts.

All the best,

  

Chris Robinson

Senior A&R Representative

PARMA Recordings
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RECORDING DETAILS
WORK(S)

Pieces: "Symphony No. 2: Tales from the Realm of Faerie"

Total Duration: up to 45 minutes  

Instrumentation: 2/1picc.2/1eh.2/1bcl.2/1cbsn; 4.3.3.1; timp/2 

perc; harp; piano; celesta; strings (16.14.12.10.8) = 92 players

RECORDING CONFIGURATION

Performers: London Symphony Orchestra

Producer: Bob Lord /  PARMA Team

Location: Abbey Road Studios, London, England

Recording Time: Three 3-hour sessions (two days)

Target Date(s): Q2-Q3 2020

 

RECORDING PHASE

- The Sessions Team will plan and contract all sessions and will 

coordinate scheduling and logistics with artist, performers, 

production team, and studio

- The Sessions Team will facilitate all communications with 

performers, production team, and studio that are contracted 

through PARMA

- The Sessions Team will deliver any and all musical materials to 

the performers and production team that are contracted 

through PARMA

- PARMA producer will be on-site for the duration of the 

recording sessions? composer is invited and encouraged to 

attend

- Sessions will be produced and overseen by PARMA producer

- The Sessions Team will collect raw audio, take sheets, and all 

necessary materials to begin audio post-production

- Artist retains final approval of all creative and musical 

decisions throughout the recording session(s)
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AUDIO POST-PRODUCTION
AUDIO POST-PRODUCTION PHASE

- Following the recording session, the Engineering Team will 

deliver the first round of audio work to the artist (physically or 

digitally)

- As a recording and release project, the audio delivery will 

consist of the best takes, as determined by the producer and 

editing engineer, stitched together

- Artist will listen through and then compile a complete list of 

desired changes for the Engineering Team (in-person work 

sessions with the Engineering Team are also available at 

PARMA HQ)

- Engineering Team will then deliver the revised audio, along 

with notes from the engineers that detail all the work 

performed to address the Artist?s requests

- Artist will then review this round of revisions. At this time, the 

artist may either approve the audio, or will move to a new 

round of revisions (depending on contracted rounds)

- This process will continue from editing, to mixing, to 

mastering, until audio work has been completed and final 

audio has been delivered to the Artist

- PARMA?s Engineering Team will prepare the audio for 

commercial use and distribution

 

 AUDIO EXAMPLES
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YEvNf08-yFg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Os4W8kclAkg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64NlWmz3l2o
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GRAPHIC DESIGN
DESIGN PHASE

Every PARMA release is designed to be eye-catching, informative, 

and thought-provoking. Our goal is to successfully translate the 

language, feel, and message of your music into compelling 

packaging and online content that captures the interest of 

reviewers, listeners, and buyers alike. 

All album artwork is designed by PARMA's Design Team. PARMA 

will collaborate closely with the Artist to design and produce the 

final physical and digital products. All members of the Design 

team are graphics professionals with specialized training in 

typography, photography, digital illustration, information design, 

and web design.

-

    

YOUR PROJECT

                                                   Physical Product: 4-panel               

                                                   digipak w/ 16-page booklet   

          

          

- 1 round of content submission of all final text, photos, and 

copy 

- Creation of 2 initial design options of front cover artwork based 

on Artist interview by Design Team (based on your album 

content and design questionnaire)

- 2 rounds of revision of full design based on artist feedback 

after selection of front cover artwork

- Creation of Enhanced Catalog Pages (ECP) on label website ? 

includes biographies, liner notes, photos, scores, preview track, 

purchase links, etc.

(more about PARMA's ECP)

- Digital Product: album and digital booklet available for 

streaming and download
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PUBLICITY & PROMOTION
PUBLICITY AND PROMOTION PHASE

PARMA label imprint releases are marketed and publicized by our 

Publicity Team during the three month marketing phase through 

targeted press mailings, aggressive follow-up, and social 

networking. The team focuses on the differentiating qualities that 

set each release apart from the rest of the marketplace. This 

customized strategy is based on an alignment of Artist?s history 

and goals with PARMA?s carefully cultivated press contact list. 

Coupled with both traditional marketing strategies through 

physical mailing and email blasts as well as focused social 

media pushes, we make sure that your release gets noticed by 

reviewers and audiences alike.

Read what the press is saying:

 ?The performances are deliciously virtuoso and full of life?? - 

Gramophone Magazine on ART FOR TWO

?An eclectic and compelling release that it?s my privilege to 

introduce.? - Classical Guitar Magazine on WAKING THE 

SPARROWS

 ?The ability for Baxter to create music that sounds and speaks 

naturally from such a vast array of instrumental colors is 

indicative of a true master. ? - Chalked Up Reviews on 

RESISTANCE 

?It?s an irresistible disc that also comes with exquisite production 

values enjoyed throughout.? - Latin Jazz Network on 

ESPONTÁNEO 

YOUR PROJECT

- Artist will receive a survey from the Publicity Team to 
determine promotional goals

- Publicity Team will research and create a customized Social 
Media Assessment to all first time PARMA Artists

- Creation of Electronic Press Kit (EPK) with downloadable audio 
for promotional efforts (see example of PARMA's EPK)

- A three month Active Publicity Phase

- Artist will receive 500 promotional artist copies of album for 
their own efforts

- Artist will receive links to points of sale and other promotional 
web assets for self-promotion

- Press outreach to PARMA contacts and Artist contacts using 
Electronic Press Kits including 2 rounds of follow-up with 
targeted press and media contacts

- Physical Press Kits created and sent upon request

- Release promotion through PARMA?s contact database and 
inclusion on official PARMA blog and websites (visit our blog)

- Promotion of release via PARMA social networking efforts 
(including YouTube, Soundcloud, Facebook, Twitter, and more) 
and in additional targeted marketing opportunities

- Delivery of press through personalized publicity result reporting
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DISTRIBUTION & FINANCE
DISTRIBUTION & RELEASE

PARMA?s label imprints Navona, Ansonica, Ravello, and Big 

Round Records are distributed by Naxos of America, the largest 

classical and jazz music distributor in the world, to top vendors 

and websites. Naxos enjoys a large online audience and regularly 

promotes our releases through e-Blasts, podcasts, and features 

on NaxosDirect. 

Releases will be made available through major retailers such as 

Amazon and iTunes, and can be made available through niche 

outlets like Ariama, HBDirect, and Arkivmuisc. The Release will 

also be made available through major streaming services 

including Spotify, Apple Music, YouTube, and Naxos Streaming 

Library.

Physical and digital distribution through Naxos includes a 60/40 

split in favor of Artist on all royalties.

FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION

PARMA's Finance Department handles all invoicing and captures 

album sales (downloads, streams, and physical sales) data from 

distribution channels, and reports royalties and performance 

results to each artist on an annual basis. The Finance 

Department also assists in the organization and coordination of 

production work on each project, communicating with artists on 

readiness and project timelines. 

Individual project timelines are determined and locked in after 

an artist signs a project agreement. The Artist will receive a 

separate document which outlines the various phases, dates, 

and deadlines for the production process. 

Additionally, every project at PARMA will benefit from label-wide 

services such as: 

- Label-Wide Marketing 

- Ongoing Social Media & Promotional Support for Artist 

Events

- Quality Control 

- Regular Distribution and Stock Management
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http://www.navonarecords.com/catalog/nv6204/purchase---the-john-psathas-percussion-project--vol.1---carmenates.html
http://www.ravellorecords.com/catalog/rr8006/purchase---imaginary-birds-%E2%80%94-phil-salath%C3%A9.html


PROJECT SUMMARY
SUMMARY OF SERVICES

Pre-Production. PARMA will contract the hall, engineer, 

musicians, and production team for the recording session

Recording Session. PARMA team will record the your music with 

the London Symphony Orchestra in London, England

Audio Post-Production. PARMA Audio Team will conduct full 

audio post production including editing, mixing, and mastering

Design. PARMA will develop and create physical and digital 

album, webpages, and all promotional materials.

Release. Master recordings to be released on a full Michael 

Kurek album on Navona Records

Distribution. Physical and digital distribution via Naxos

Publicity. PARMA will promote the album to garner reviews, 

airplay, record sales, and other opportunities

TOTAL PROJECT COST:

$105,900 USD

PAYMENT SCHEDULE

1/5 upon execution of agreement 

1/5 four weeks prior to session

1/5 upon delivery of 1st round audio edit to composer

1/5 upon delivery of 1st round cover artwork to composer

1/5 upon delivery of 1st round marketing plan to composer

NEXT STEPS

If you?d like to move forward before the expiration date, we will 

provide you with a project agreement for your review. If this 

proposal expires, a new pricing quote would have to be 

calculated.

Please review the information in this proposal carefully and let us 

know if you have any questions about any of its details, services, 

or deliverables. 
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BUDGET BREAKDOWN
PRODUCTION/RECORDING SESSION

- Recording ensemble 

- Studio and hall fees,

- Contracting, scheduling, logistics,  and admin. 

Estimated Costs: $75,900

IN STUDIO PRODUCTION TEAM 

- Production Team (Producer, Session Manager) 

- Engineering Team

- Labor 

Estimated Costs: $12,000

EDITING/MIXING 

- Collection of all Audio Assets from sessions

- Delivery of First Round Edit

- Rounds of Edit and Mix Revisions: 2

Estimated Costs: $3,000

AUDIO POST-PRODUCTION 

- Delivery of First Round Master/Analysis 

- Rounds of Mastering Revisions: 2 

- Encoding, Distribution, and Replication Mgmt.

Estimated Costs: $1,900 

ART DESIGN, PACKAGING, LAYOUT 

- Creation of Cover Artwork and Full Design

- 2 Rounds of Revision on Full Design 

- Manufacturing and Replication of Release

Estimated Costs: $3,600

MARKETING, PROMOTION, WEB PRESENCE 

- Copy-Editing of Submitted Content

- Creation of Online and Social Media Content

- Creation and Delivery of Press Kits 

- Promotional Results Tracking and Reporting 

Estimated Costs: $5,000

ADMINISTRATION (A&R, Finance) 

- Project Development

- Artists & Repertoire 

- Communication, Coordination

- Project Management

- Quality Control 

Estimated Cost: $4,500 

 

LABEL SERVICES

- Royalties and Financial Accounting & Reporting

- Regular Distribution and Stock Management

- Label-Wide Marketing 

- Label-Wide Initiatives 

- Performance Outreach 

- Annual Press Deliveries 

- Social Media & Promotional Support for Artist Events 

Variable (Subsidized by PARMA)  

TOTAL ESTIMATED PROJECT COST: US $105,900 
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